the speech of others. Such was the intuition behind the Motor Theory of Speech Perception, which postulates that listeners perceive speech from speech sounds by inferring the articulatory goals the speaker had in mind when creating the sounds (7) . One version of this theory even posits that an innate cognitive ability evokes articulatory gestures from auditory speech input-that experience with speech is not needed for listeners to have the ability to infer the articulatory goals intended by a speaker (8) . A much less controversial theory fits well with a key hypothesized role of the brain: that it works to predict incoming sensory information (9) , and does so by using all sources of predictive information available. These sources include the prior history of the stimulus and any past sensory-motor associations experienced. In this sense, the Motor Theory can be restated to say that auditory-motor associations learned from past speech production experience are used, along with all other sources of predictive information, to perceive speech.
More recent studies also suggest that production experience affects speech perception. Functional imaging studies have shown that hearing speech results in activity in the speech motor cortex (10), whereas studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) find increased excitability in the motor cortex when speech is heard (11) . Finally, a very recent study showed that subjects listening to stimuli from an //-/ae/ continuum judged ambiguous sounds to be more /ae/-like when their faces were stretched like they were producing /ae/ (12) . Yet, in all of these cases, the idea that production experience affects perception has been only a useful explanatory theory: any clear experimental demonstration of production experience affecting perception was lacking.
Finding Evidence that Speech Production Does Affect Perception
Efforts to devise such experiments have been hampered by a key difficulty: in producing speech, you also hear speech (i.e., your own). Thus, any production experiences are also perception experiences, and many experiments have shown that past perceptual experiences affect current perceptions. An example is the selective adaptation effect (13) : hearing a speech sound repeated many times affects future perceptions of that sound (e.g., hearing repetitions of /ba/ shifts perception of ambiguous sounds in a /ba/-/da/ continuum to /da/). The first study to avoid such perceptual experience confounds was done by Shiller et al. (14) with the production and perception of voiceless fricatives. The authors used a real-time frequency shifting device to lower the perceived centroid of spectral energy in speakers' productions of /s/ (i.e., the feedback alteration made the /s/ productions sound more /ʃ/-like, as in she). Like other speech sensorimotor adaptation studies (15), the authors found this alteration caused speakers to adapt: they raised the centroid of spectral energy of their /s/ productions to make them even more /s/-like. But the authors also conducted speech perception tests of the /s/-/ʃ/ category boundary before and after the adaptation and found the category boundary shifted toward /ʃ/. This boundary shift is opposite the direction expected (i.e., toward /s/) if it was due to perceptual selective adaptation, and, indeed, control subjects producing /s/ with feedback unaltered did show a such a boundary shift toward /s/.
If not caused by selective adaptation, then what mechanism would cause the shift toward /ʃ/? One explanation comes from studies suggesting that during speaking, the brain generates predictions of expected auditory feedback, and that incoming auditory feedback is compared with these predictions (16) . Any mismatch between the two indicates an error, but in what system? Most studies have assumed the brain interprets the mismatch as an error in production, but COMMENTARY is it also possible to interpret the mismatch as an error in the perception system. Thus, experience producing /s/ with audio spectrally shifted down to make /s/ sound like /ʃ/ caused speakers to offset their perception such that the shift seemed smaller. This perceptual offset reduced their perceived need to adapt their production, and it also shifted their /s/-/ʃ/ category boundary toward /ʃ/. The Shiller et al. study (14) is thus consistent with the idea that production-perception associations guide the perception of future speech sounds. However, the results reported in this issue by Nasir and Ostry (2) are not so easily explained in this way. This study continues a series of studies using a unique system for perturbing subjects' jaw motions (2, 17) . The system involves a robotic perturbation device connected to custom-fitted dental appliances that the subjects wear in their mouths. During speaking, the jaw is perturbed in a direction perpendicular to the normal arc of the jaw during speaking-effectively jaw tugs (protrusions) and pushes. The key feature of this perturbation is that it does not alter formant frequencies, something that allowed past studies to show that speech motor control is not concerned solely with acoustic output: despite the perturbations having no effect on formant frequencies, subjects given these jaw perturbations nevertheless adapted their productions to compensate (17) . Here, Nasir et al. had subjects adapt to similar tugs: subjects produced words containing /ae/ while their jaws were displaced outwards (protruded) as a function of angular jaw velocity. Consistent with previous findings, after repeated trials, many subjects altered their productions to compensate for the displacement. By the end of training, the angular paths of their jaws were no longer displaced outwardly.
Critically, the authors also tested subjects' speech perception before and after the jaw perturbation trials. In the tests, subjects judged the identity of synthesized /hVd/ words (e.g., ''head'' and ''had'') where the vowel (V) was drawn from an //-/ae/ continuum. Amazingly, the authors found that the jaw perturbation training shifted the subjects' category boundary toward /ae/.
By itself, this perception result would not be surprising because the direction of boundary shift is consistent with a selective adaptation effect acting on auditory perception: repeated productions of /ae/ in the training would also be repeated perceptions of /ae/, which would cause a shift of the //-/ae/ boundary toward /ae/. What makes the result remarkable is the fact that the boundary shift was mainly seen in subjects that adapted to the jaw perturbation, not in subjects that did not adapt, and not in subjects run in a control experiment identical to the real experiment but with no jaw perturbations. Because all subjects made the same number of /ae/ productions in the training, all subjects heard the same number of /ae/ repetitions, and thus all subjects would be expected to have similar selective adaptation effects. Why did adapting production make such a difference in whether perception was changed? Unlike the study of Shiller et al. (14) , this result is also not easily explained by auditorymotor or auditory-somatosensory associations made during the production training. There would be no obvious benefit to shifting auditory perception: it does nothing to reduce subjects' perceived need to adapt to the somatosensory change. On the other hand, a shift in somatosensory perception that reduced perception of the jaw protrusion would have no obvious effect on auditory perception. Furthermore, if somehow the perceptual adaptation reduced subjects' perceived need to adapt, the authors' regression analysis should have found a negative relationship between motor and perceptual adaptation, with poor motor adaptors being those who chose to adapt their perception more. Instead, the authors found the opposite: the more a subject adapted production, the more he/she adapted perception.
Nevertheless, the results are consistent with the idea that speech production creates associations between motor, somatosensory, and auditory representations, and that altering one of these representations affects the others. The results are also consistent with theories positing a similarity between the cortical systems responsible for speech production and those responsible for performance on speech sound discrimination tests (18) . It would be interesting to see, therefore, if the authors' production adaptation also affected the perception of whole words and phrases. However, a specific mechanism to explain the authors' results, as they themselves admit, is lacking. This only makes the result more significant because it challenges our existing models of speech production and perception.
